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Abstract
The small satellite ‘Galileo Galilei’ (GG) will test the universality of free
fall and hence the weak equivalence principle which is the founding pillar of
general relativity to 1 part in 1017 . It will use proof masses whose atoms differ
substantially from one another in their mass energy content, so as to maximize
the chance of violation. GG will improve by four orders of magnitude the
current best ‘Eöt-Wash’ tests based on slowly rotating torsion balances, which
have been able to reach their thermal noise level. In GG, the expected violation
signal is a relative displacement between the proof masses of  0.6 pm caused
by a differential acceleration aGG  8 × 10−17 ms−2 pointing to the center of
mass of the Earth as the satellite orbits around it at νGG  1.7 × 10−4 Hz. GG
will fly an innovative acceleration sensor based on rapidly rotating macroscopic
test masses weakly coupled in 2D which up-converts the signal to νspin  1 Hz,
a value well above the frequency of natural oscillations of the masses relative to
each other νd = 1/Td  1/(540 s). The sensor is unique in that it ensures high
rotation frequency, low thermal noise and no attenuation of the signal strength
(Pegna et al 2011 Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 200801). A readout based on a very
0264-9381/12/184011+18$33.00 © 2012 IOP Publishing Ltd
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low noise laser interferometry gauge developed at Jet Propulsion Laboratory
( 1 pm Hz−1/2 at 1 Hz demonstrated) allows the short integration time to be
fully exploited. A full scale sensor with the same degrees of freedom and the
same dynamical features as the one to fly in GG has been setup on ground
(GGG). The proof masses of GGG are affected by acceleration and tilt noise
acting on the rotating shaft because of ball bearings and terrain microseismicity
(both absent in space). Overall, by means of appropriate 2D flexure joints,
these noise sources have been reduced by a factor almost 105 down to a
differential acceleration between the proof masses of  7 × 10−11 m s−2 (at
1.7 × 10−4 Hz up-converted by rotation to  0.2 Hz). The corresponding
noise in the relative displacements of the proof masses, read by co-rotating
capacitance bridges, is  180 pm, which is 300 times larger than the target
in space. GGG error budget shows that it can reach a differential acceleration
sensitivity aGGGgoal  8 × 10−16 m s−2 , not limited by thermal noise. This value
is only a factor 10 larger than what GG must reach in space to meet its target,
and slightly smaller than the acceleration noise of the torsion balance. It can
be achieved partly by means of weaker joints and an optimized mechanical
design—so as to improve the attenuation factor—and partly by replacing the
current ball bearings with much less noisy air bearings (also used in torsion
balance tests) so as to reduce input noise. A laser gauge readout with noise
level rlaser-ro  30 pm Hz−1/2 at 0.2 ÷ 3 Hz will be implemented.
PACS numbers: 04.80.Cc, 07.87.+v
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Why test the weak equivalence principle in space?
General relativity (GR) is the best theory of gravity to date. It governs physics at the
macroscopic and cosmic scales and it has been highly successful. However, all attempts
at merging gravity with the other forces of nature have failed and most of the mass of
the universe is unexplained. GR is based on the hypothesis that the gravitational force is
composition independent: in a gravitational field all bodies fall with the same acceleration
regardless of their mass and composition. This property is unique to gravity. It is referred to
as the universality of free fall, and it is the direct consequence of the equivalence between
inertial and gravitational masses assumed by Newton in 1687 in the opening paragraph of
the Principia. It is the basic assumption of the much more general equivalence principle
formulated by Einstein [2], which 8 years later led him to GR. This principle is known as
the strong equivalence principle (see Dicke’s formulation [3, p 4]) or as Einstein’s equivalence
principle [4] while Newton’s equivalence of inertial and gravitational masses is now referred
to as the weak equivalence principle (WEP).
If the universality of free fall and the WEP are invalidated by experiments, so is the strong
equivalence principle. As a result, either GR should be amended or we are in the presence of
a new force of nature.
Tests of WEP are unique tests of GR. They address the assumed composition independence
of gravity which sets it aside from all other forces of nature; moreover, if properly designed,
they are null experiments and therefore can reach very high sensitivity. For these reasons,
they are the most deeply probing tests in the search for new physics beyond GR and the
2
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current impasse and should therefore be pushed to higher and higher sensitivity whenever the
experimental possibility for an improvement arises.
Such improvements occurred several times in history. In 1600, Galileo suspended masses
made up of different materials by wires rather than dropping them from a height (to avoid
limitations due to the short time of fall and the bodies release errors) and found that they fall
with the same acceleration with a fractional difference of 10−3 [5, 6]. In the early 1900,
Eötvös coupled the proof masses by placing them on a torsion balance whose high sensitivity
and perfect rejection of common-mode effects allowed him to reach the amazing level of
10−8 [7] on which Einstein relied [8, p 114] . In the field of the Earth, the signal is DC
and the torsion balance test lacks modulation. In order to overcome this limitation without
rotating the balance, Dicke and Braginsky in the 1960s and 1970s searched for violation in
the field of the Sun exploiting the diurnal rotation of the Earth in order to modulate the signal.
Although the signal from the Sun is slightly weaker than that from the Earth, signal modulation
allowed them to make a very substantial improvement reaching 10−11 [9] and 10−12 [10]. In the
last two decades, the Eöt-Wash group has managed to rotate the balance itself about 70 times
faster than the Earth’s rotation. They have confirmed no violation to 10−12 [11] in the field of
the Sun and reached 10−13 [12] in the field of the Earth. For the Earth and the Moon in the
field of the Sun, lunar laser ranging (LLR) has found no violation at the level 10−13 [13, 14].
Rotating torsion balances have been pushed to their thermal noise limit [15, figure 20].
The LLR community is improving laser ranging technology and physical modeling [16], but
there are fundamental limitations [17]. In both cases, one order of magnitude gain may be
possible but a significant improvement is out of reach.
As for tests based on dropping cold atoms, they are at the level of 10−7 , many orders
of magnitude less sensitive than it has been achieved with macroscopic bodies. They have
yet to match the best result g/g  3 × 10−9 obtained in measuring the local gravitational
acceleration by dropping a single species of atoms [18]. More importantly, they reach this
sensitivity dropping two isotopes of the same atom which differ by two neutrons only [19]. In
this case, the difference in the mass energy content is so small that violation is very unlikely
to occur anyway, which makes the scientific relevance of the test rather limited.
A radically new type of experiment is necessary to improve the current experimental
limit by several orders of magnitude thus deeply probing this so far unexplored domain of
physics. Such a noticeable improvement appears to be possible with a torsion balance type
of experiment in which two weakly coupled macroscopic proof masses orbit the Earth inside
a low altitude spacecraft (h  600 km). The experiment combines the strong signal of mass
dropping tests without their disadvantages. As in mass dropping tests, the signal is strong:
g(h)  8 m s−2 , exceeds by about three orders of magnitude the driving acceleration on the test
masses of the balance on ground. Yet, while mass release errors are the limiting error source
in mass dropping experiments, in a balance-type experiment they are not an issue because
the test masses are coupled. In addition, the short duration of mass dropping experiments is
overcome because in orbit it is as if the proof masses were falling from an ‘infinitely’ tall
tower; the experiment lasts as long as the mission lasts.
The absence of weight allows extremely weak suspensions to be used with a sensitivity
close to that of a good quality torsion fiber. Isolation of the laboratory (the spacecraft) is a
great additional advantage. Overall, an improvement by four orders of magnitude is within
reach.
2. How can GG improve WEP tests by four orders of magnitude at room temperature?
The Eöt-Wash group has found no violation of WEP in the field of the Earth to 10−13 , with an
acceleration noise (1σ ) 1.8×10−15 m s−2 obtained from a 75 d data set [12]. They have reached
3
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the level of thermal noise from internal damping in the suspension fiber competing with the
signal up-converted at the rotation frequency of the balance, and this is the experiment limiting
factor (see [15, figure 20]). GG aims at ηGG = 10−17 orbiting at 600 km altitude around the
Earth, where g(h)  8 m s−2 . It must therefore detect a differential acceleration between the
test masses aGG  8 × 10−17 m s−2 . This is 23 times smaller than the acceleration noise of
the Eöt-Wash torsion balance. μSCOPE [20] aims at ημscope = 10−15 at a similar altitude
and must detect a 100 times bigger acceleration aμscope  8 × 10−15 m s−2 which is also
4.4 times larger than the torsion balance acceleration noise. For both GG and μSCOPE, the
signal (in the inertial J2000 equatorial reference frame) is at the satellite orbital frequency
νGG  1.7 × 10−4 Hz.
All these experiments are at room temperature and exploit rotation of the sensor in order
to up-convert the signal to higher frequency. On ground, the signal is DC (in the North–South
direction) and the torsion balance rotates around the vertical axis with a period of 1200 s
up-converting the signal to νsTB  8.4 × 10−4 Hz. μSCOPE rotates so as to up-convert the
signal to νμscope  8 × 10−4 Hz [20]. GG rotates at νspin  1 Hz up-converting the signal to
νspin ± νGG  νspin  1 Hz.
As shown in [21], thermal
noise from internal (or structural) damping decreases with
√
increasing frequency as 1/ f . The measured noise of the Eöt-Wash torsion balance matches
well the behavior predicted in [21]. This is reported in [15, figure 20] where in a log–log
plot the predicted thermal noise is a straight line. Note that,
√ as the authors stress, at higher
frequencies readout noise dominates, and therefore, the 1/ f behavior of the measured noise
is lost.
√
In [1], it has been demonstrated how the 1/ f dependence of structural thermal noise
affects a 2D mechanical oscillator rotating above its natural (resonance) frequency like GG.
We therefore quantitatively compare in figure 1 the GG and μSCOPE thermal noise (μSCOPE
is a 1D rotating oscillator similar to the torsion balance in this respect) on the basis of the
signal modulation frequency only.
According to the principal investigator [20], μSCOPE is expected to be limited by
thermal noise due internal damping in the gold wire of 5 μm diameter and 2.5 cm length
which connects the test masses to the instrument cages. At the signal frequency νμscope 
8 × 10−4 Hz, it is estimated to amount to 1.4 × 10−12 m s−2 Hz−1/2 [20, table 5]. With the
target ημscope = 10−15 and for a signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 2, the required integration time
is tint−μscope  1.23 × 105 s = 1.4 d, i.e. the mission goal can be reached in 20.8 orbits of
the satellite (as stated also in [22, p 16]). Should μSCOPE aim at 10−17 like GG it would
require a 104 times longer integration time (about 39 years) which is obviously unfeasible.
For GG, the thermal noise force per unit of reduced mass competing with the signal after
an integration time tint is given in [1] and reads

4KB T ωd2 φ(ωspin ) 1
(1)
ath 
√ ,
μωspin
tint
where T  300 K is the equilibrium temperature; KB = 1.38 × 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann
constant and (for GG) ωspin  2π rad s−1 is the spin angular frequency; μ = m/2 = 5 kg
is the reduced mass of the oscillator (m = 10 kg is the mass of each test cylinder);
ωd  2π /540 rad s−1 is the natural differential frequency; φ(ωspin )  1/20 000 is the loss
angle due to internal losses in the proof masses suspensions at the spin frequency. Large test
masses are chosen in order to reduce thermal noise and in consideration of the fact that rotation
makes the effects of mass anomalies DC, while it up-converts the signal to the (high) spin
frequency. U-shape laminar suspensions will be manufactured of CuBe because this alloy, if
properly treated, is known to have a good mechanical quality. A natural differential period
4
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Figure 1. The inclined line shows—in arbitrary units—the linear spectral density (SD) of the
structural (internal) damping thermal noise as a function√of frequency, measured in the system
in which the suspensions are at rest. The expected 1/ f behavior [21] has been confirmed
√
experimentally by the rotating torsion balances (see figure 20 in [15] where the predicted 1/ f
behavior is also shown as a black straight line). If they were not spinning, GG and μSCOPE
would be affected by a violation of UFF/WEP in the field of the Earth at their orbital frequency
 1.7 × 10−4 Hz. As far as the frequency dependence of internal damping is concerned, their
thermal noise would be the same, and it is depicted by the black bullet. However, once they are
set in rotation, μSCOPE (1D sensor) up-converts the expected signal to νμscope  8 × 10−4 Hz
while GG (2D sensor) up-converts it to νspin  1 Hz. On the internal damping straight line,
the corresponding thermal noise is represented by the blue and the red bullet, respectively. The
advantage
 of a higher rotation frequency is apparent: it makes the linear SD of GG thermal noise
a factor νμscope /νspin  35.4 times smaller than that of μSCOPE. At a given frequency of the
signal, thermal noise competing with it is a random noise, and therefore, it decreases as the square
root of the integration time. We conclude that, because of rotation only, the integration time required
for GG to reduce thermal noise below a target signal is a factor νμscope /νspin  1250 shorter than
the integration time needed for μSCOPEto do the same.

of 540 s can be obtained
√ with U-shape CuBe flexures that can be manufactured, tested and
launched safely (ωd = k/μ, with k being the elastic coupling constant of the proof masses
in each direction of the sensitive plane). A rotation frequency of 1 Hz is a standard rotation
frequency for spin stabilized spacecraft. Near this frequency, loss angles close to 1/20 000
have been measured [23, 24].
Note that formulas similar to (1) are used to calculate the thermal noise of the rotating
torsion balance [15] as well as of μSCOPE[20]. For GG, with the target ηGG = 10−17 and
SNR = 2, the required integration time is only about 1 h. Taking into account also thermal
noise due to residual gas damping and to eddy currents, we find that a total integration time
of about 3 h is needed, with 10−5 Pa residual pressure, 2 cm gap and reduction by a factor 100
of the magnetic field of the Earth to be provided by a μ-metal shield [25]. It is planned that a
full test to ηGG = 10−17 will be performed with 1 d measurement data. Thus, all the available
time (in a total 9 month mission duration) can be devoted to checking for systematic errors
under varying dynamical conditions—provided naturally by the spin axis of the satellite being
fixed in space (by conservation laws), while the orbit plane obeys the  1o /d regression of
5
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the nodes of sun-synchronous orbits—which will allow the expected violation signal to be
separated beyond question, with one accelerometer only, from competing effects of classical
physics due to their different known signature [26].
Scientists agree on the advantages of up-converting a low frequency (or DC) signal to
higher frequency (the higher the better) by rotating the oscillator used to measure it. However,
modulation by rapid rotation is known to face two major problems. The primary one is that
in the case of 1D mechanical oscillators the effect of a force up-converted above the natural
frequency of the oscillator is reduced as the ratio natural-to-signal frequency squared. Precisely
for this reason, 1D oscillators are used to suspend the mirrors of the VIRGO gravitational wave
laser interferometer detector where the purpose is to reduce the effects of microseismic terrain
noise at frequencies higher than the resonance frequency of the oscillator. Secondly, rotating
macroscopic bodies are affected by unbalance effects which at a first glance are expected to
be higher at higher rotation frequencies.
These problems are typical of 1D oscillators, but they disappear in 2D oscillators like GG
in which two concentric coaxial cylinders are weakly coupled with elastic constant k in each
direction of the plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis and rotate around it with the angular
velocity ωspin . The general solution of the equations of motion (in the inertial not in rotating
reference frame) for the relative position vector r (t ) of the test masses (with ωspin much higher
than both the frequency of the force signal and the natural frequency of the system) is given
by [1]

 



 spin
ω
ωd 2 cos(ωspint + ϕ)
F
F
r (t )  −
×
+ − φ(ωspin )
ωspin
k
ωspin
k
sin(ωspint + ϕ)




φ(ωspin )ωd t/2 cos(ωd t + ϕA )
−φ(ωspin )ωd t/2 cos(−ωd t + ϕB )
+ A0 e
+ B0 e
,
(2)
sin(ωd t + ϕA )
sin(−ωd t + ϕB )
 is the external (differential) force acting between the masses in the plane of the
where F
oscillator at very low frequency (we consider it DC) and  is the offset vector from the
rotation axis due to inevitable construction errors.  is fixed on the rotating oscillator. A
rotating mechanical system described by these equations is known in rotordynamics as being
in the supercritical regime to indicate that the rotation speed is higher than the natural—or
critical—one (the resonance). The solution (2) is approximate in that the terms depending on
the loss angle squared have been neglected. Such terms are certainly negligible in the GG
case. Equation (2) is simplified also because it does not take into account the actual threedimensional shape of the proof masses as hollow cylinders. In that case conical modes of the
symmetry axes appear. However, it is known from the general theory of supercritical rotors,
and it has been confirmed in this specific case that conical modes are naturally damped and
do not give rise to any instability (see [27, section 3.2] and [23, chapter 6]). We can therefore
consider (2) as representative of the main features of the dynamical behavior of the real system.
If no external force is applied and there are no losses, i.e. the loss angle φ(ωspin ) is zero,
only the first term in (2) is nonzero. The solution is the equilibrium position fixed in the
rotating frame at a distance from the rotation axis smaller than the original offset by the
factor (ωspin /ωd )2 = 2.9 × 105 in GG. This is the auto-centered equilibrium position, whereby
it is apparent that—contrary to common intuition—the faster the spin (compared to the natural
frequency), the better the masses auto-center on one another. If the offset error of the GG
test masses is 20 μm—which is feasible—they will auto-center to 70 pm, thus reducing very
effectively and with no need for an active control classical gravity gradient (tidal) effects. The
minus sign is very important. It shows that the equilibrium position is located on the rotor
6
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Figure 2. GGG measurements showing that in a 2D oscillator in supercritical rotation modulation
of low-frequency signals by rotation at a frequency above resonance can be performed without
the response of the oscillator being attenuated. (Left) GGG is not rotating and a differential force
signal of about 2 × 10−7 N at 0.01 Hz is applied to the test cylinders along the Xlab direction of the
horizontal plane of the lab. In this direction, the natural oscillation frequency of the test cylinders
relative to each other is νx = 0.124 Hz; thus, the force is applied below the resonance. (We add that
the natural oscillation frequency in the perpendicular direction is νy = 0.063 Hz). (Right) GGG
has been
 set in rotation at νspin = 0.19 Hz, the natural oscillation frequency during rotation is

νw = (νx2 + νy2 )/2 = 0.098 Hz and the same force signal is applied, in the same direction Xlab .
The force signal is up-converted by rotation above the GGG natural frequency. The experimental
data have been demodulated back to the non-rotating horizontal plane of the lab for comparison
with the non-rotating case shown before. If GGG were an oscillator in 1D, a similar rotation above
its natural frequency would have attenuated its response to the signal by a factor 2.56, which would
have been easily appreciated. We can see that in the non-rotating case (left plot) noise at lower
frequencies is higher. The real advantage is to up-convert above resonance a signal at very low
frequency, where noise in the absence of rotation is considerably higher. This is the case with
GGG and GG. In the test presented here, the force was applied at a not so low frequency so that it
could be performed with a short duration run. The purpose was to experimentally demonstrate that
rotating a 2D oscillator does up-convert a signal to frequencies above resonance without reducing
the response of the oscillator to the signal.

at the opposite direction of the original offset vector . Therefore, it can be reached only if
motion is allowed in 2D [28, chapter 6].
 is applied (still with no losses), the second term of (2)
If an external differential force F
is nonzero, while all the remaining ones are zero. The second term shows that the effect of
the force is a differential displacement vector of the proof masses relative to each other, equal
 just as in the case in which the oscillator is not rotating. Therefore, even in the case
to F/k
in which the rotation of the oscillator up-converts the frequency of the applied force above
the natural frequency of the oscillator (the resonance frequency), the effect of the force is still
 thus showing that no attenuation occurs in the response of the oscillator. In the case of a
F/k
1D rotating oscillator with the same natural and rotation frequencies, the response to the same
force would drop off as (ωd /ωspin )2 . If such attenuation were to occur in GG, the strength of
the displacement signal when the system rotates would be a factor 2.9 × 105 smaller than it is
at zero spin!
With the ‘GG on Ground’ (GGG) prototype (see section 4), which is a 2D oscillator like
GG, we have experimentally demonstrated that the response to a low-frequency signal is indeed
not attenuated when the oscillator rotates and up-converts it above the natural frequency. The
result of this test is reported in figure 2 and described in the caption [31].
 shows a difference from
In the presence of losses, the response to the external force F
the zero-spin case. That is given by the third term in (2). It represents a displacement
7
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in the sensitive plane of the oscillator perpendicular to the applied force, but its size is smaller
than the displacement in the direction of the force by a factor equal to the loss angle. The
relevant losses are those at the spin frequency, which is another advantage of rapid rotation
because losses are known to be smaller at higher frequencies than at lower ones (see e.g.
[24]). In GG using CuBe joints with an appropriate manufacturing procedure and a loss angle
 1/20 000 at 1 Hz, the displacement perpendicular to the applied force is irrelevant.
In the general solution (2), the main effect of losses is expressed by the last two terms.
They show that in the inertial reference frame the oscillator performs a combination of a
forward and a backward orbital motion—known as whirl motion, with amplitudes and phases
determined by initial conditions—at the (slow) natural frequency ωd , and that the radii of such
orbits are exponentially decaying in the case of the backward whirl and exponentially growing
in the case of the forward one. Since the time constant is proportional to the (small) value of
φ(ωspin ), the exponentially growing whirl is a weak instability. In every natural/whirl period,
the radius of the forward whirl grows by the fraction π φ(ωspin ), and hence, the tangential
force which produces the growth is—in modulus—krφ(ωspin ), which is a very small fraction
of the elastic force, requiring a correspondingly small force to stabilize it. Its frequency is the
natural one and does not interfere with the signal [30, 29]. In the GGG prototype, forward
whirl motion is routinely controlled.
Small force experiments need very low ωd for high sensitivity and very fast rotation in
order to move the signal to a much higher frequency where thermal noise due to internal
damping is much lower. This is the very definition of a rotor in the supercritical regime, which
in turn is known to require two degrees of freedom. This shows why a 2D rotating oscillator
suits UFF/WEP tests while one limited to 1D does not.
It should be noted for completeness that 1D rotation would attenuate response to both the
signal and the competing thermal noise. Hence, with a very good readout one can in principle
overcome the attenuated response to the signal (readout electronics 1/ f noise is also reduced
at higher frequencies). However, in the presence of many orders of magnitude attenuation, it
may be very hard to devise an adequate readout. As a general rule, reducing the response to
the signal in a small force experiment is not a good strategy.

3. The ideas behind GG
GG is designed by the need to fulfill the following main drivers of a UFF/WEP experiment in
space: (1) the test masses should be weakly coupled for high sensitivity (the weaker the better);
(2) the apparatus should rotate in order to modulate the signal at high frequency (the higher
the better); (3) the test masses should have high common-mode rejection (the higher the better)
because the violation signal is differential while in space there is a large common-mode inertial
force (mainly due to residual air drag on the spacecraft); (4) in low Earth orbit the two bodies
of different composition should be concentric in order to reduce classical gravity gradient—or
tidal—effects (the more concentric, the better).
As for driver 4 there is general agreement that the test bodies should be concentric coaxial
cylinders. The question is: Should the symmetry axis of the cylinders lie in the orbit plane or
should it be perpendicular to this plane? In the first case, the symmetry axis is the sensitive
axis, i.e. the accelerometer is a 1D oscillator to be rotated around a non-symmetry axis. In the
second case, the concentric cylinders form a 2D oscillator in the orbit plane rotating around
the symmetry axis perpendicular to it. If the strategy is to actively control the test cylinders to
prevent their motion and keep them concentric—in which case the signal is contained in the
control force itself—then it is easier to control one direction only, and therefore, the natural
8
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Figure 3. A section of the GG test cylinders in the plane of the orbit around the Earth at
about 600 km altitude at the start of the mission with the symmetry/spin axes perpendicular to
it (figure not to scale) is shown. Each cylinder spins around its symmetry axis at ωs  2π rad s−1
while orbiting around the Earth at ωGG = 2π νGG = 2π 1.7 × 10−4 rad s−1 . A violation of
the WEP would result in a differential displacement vector rEP pointing to the center of the
Earth. For the GG target η = 10−17 and a differential coupling frequency νd  1/540 s−1 , it is
rEP = 8 × 10−17 /(2π /540)2  0.6 pm. The test cylinders, the weak mechanical joints which
couple them and the laser gauge readout all corotate at ωs  ωGG , thus up-converting and reading
the signal at  ωs  2π rad s−1 .

choice is the first one (as in STEP [32] and μSCOPE[33]). From this choice, it follows that
rotation perpendicularly to the symmetry axis must actively be provided.
However, each test mass forms a two-body problem with the Earth, and therefore, it
has two degrees of freedom (in the orbital plane). UFF/WEP experiments are required to
measure tiny relative deviations of the two masses from the same orbit that they should follow
according to classical celestial mechanics. The test masses are very weakly suspended because
if they were totally free, the experiment would be limited by release errors [34, 35], but in
essence we deal with a two-body problem. If the masses are forced to move along one direction
only (the sensitive axis) by making the suspensions very stiff in the other two directions, the
cross coupling of such high stiffness with the sensitive axis while the masses tend to move in
a plane is a serious issue [36, 37]. From a general physics viewpoint, it is much better to have
a mechanical oscillator sensitive in the orbit plane too (as in GG) free to respond to external
forces whose effect is measured by a good readout, auto-centering being ensured by physics
laws.
In addition, the oscillator would rotate around its symmetry axis rather than
perpendicularly to it; and by making the whole spacecraft cylindrically symmetric and corotating, it is possible to stabilize it passively simply by providing—at the start of the mission—
the required spin frequency. Weak coupling of the spacecraft outer shell with the payload inside
it provides the so-called nutation damping required for one-axis attitude stability.
Figure 3 shows a sketch of the GG test cylinders in the orbit plane around the Earth
in the presence of a violation signal. In this configuration, disturbances along the cylinders’
9
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axes, such as the radiometer effect, are not a limitation. In 1D sensors, the radiometer effect,
caused by the residual gas in combination with temperature gradients across the axes of the
cylinders, is a well-known differential systematic effect competing directly with the violation
signal which sets severe requirements [38, 39].
Drivers 1 and 2 require very weak coupling and very fast spin, which is the definition of
a mechanical oscillator rotating in the supercritical regime. As we have seen in section 2, this
is possible in 2D (not in 1D), and it provides a very effective auto-centering of the test masses
by physics laws and a highly reduced level of thermal noise due to internal damping, resulting
in a very short integration time even for a UFF/WEP test to 10−17 at room temperature.
Drag on GG due to residual atmosphere along its orbit is 50 million times smaller than
1g, but it is also 2.5 billion times bigger than the target signal. Its effect is an inertial force on
the suspended test masses which ideally should act the same on both of them (common-mode
effect). In reality, it is not so; a good strategy is to partially compensate and partially reject
it. A drag-free control system for GG has been developed in 2009 by TAS-I (Torino) based
on GOCE expertise [40, chapter 7]. For the thruster technology, both FEEP and Cold Gas
thrusters were considered. In 2011, a delta study was performed by TAS-I establishing Cold
Gas thrusters as the baseline [41].
In order to reject common-mode forces (driver 3), we would like the cylinders to be
coupled like in a balance. With mechanical suspensions this is possible, though not trivial. A
very imaginative design was proposed by [42] (see [23, chapter 2, figure 2.7]) and updated in
[40, chapter 3]: the concentric cylinders are arranged to form a peculiar beam balance with the
beam along the cylinders axis made by appropriate coupling arms which can be adjusted with
inch worm actuators in order to balance the balance. The whole design is perfectly symmetric
w.r.t. the center of mass both in azimuth (cylindrical symmetry) and top/down. The commonmode force against which balancing is performed is the inertial force resulting from air drag
on the spacecraft.
On ground against 1g beam balances are balanced to 5 parts in 1010 [43]. In GG, the force
to be balanced is 50 million times smaller than 1g and the required level of balance (rejection
of common-mode forces) is by 1 part in 105 [40, chapter 4]. The mechanical suspensions
are very weak U-shape lamellae (a 10 kg proof mass inside GG requires a suspension that
one would use on ground for suspending 0.2 mg against local gravity). They provide also
passive electric discharging of the test masses, which is crucial in gravity experiments, but
unlike dummy wires like those used to discharge the test bodies of μSCOPE, in GG they
couple the masses in a well-designed manner and ensure a small value of the relevant losses
(1/20 000).
After drag-free control, rejection of the remaining drag effect by the GG balance is very
effective; hence, only a very small fraction produces a differential displacement of the test
cylinders, while most of it acts the same on both of them. The readout must be insensitive
to this common-mode effect; otherwise, it may be detected as differential—to some extent—
and therefore compete with the signal. The great property of torsion balances on ground,
whereby the center of mass is necessarily aligned with the fiber and common-mode forces are
perfectly rejected, does not hold if the balance is at 0g. In space, we need both rejection of
common-mode forces by the test masses and a differential readout.
The original GG readout was based on capacitance bridges, whose plates must be carefully
centered halfway in between the test cylinders to ensure that its reading is not affected by their
displacements in the common mode. A laser gauge interferometry readout developed and tested
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) with the noise level of  1 pm Hz−1/2 at 1 Hz will replace
the capacitance bridges because it is less noisy and it ensures a better differential reading. In
addition, it allows a larger gap between the cylinders (2 cm), making electric patch effects
10
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negligible and reducing thermal noise due to gas damping. Last but not least, it deposits only
light on the test cylinders. In order to measure the relative displacements of the test cylinders
three laser gauges will be mounted at 120o from each other. The laser boxes will be located on
the co-rotating intermediate stage (known as PGB) which encloses the test masses. Two layers
of laser gauges, one above and one below the center of mass, will be used for full information
on the relative motion of the test cylinders. In correspondence with each laser beam, the outer
test cylinder will have a hole surrounded by a well polished reflective annular surface, and the
inner test cylinder will have a small area also well polished and reflective. A similar system
will be implemented on the ground prototype; 30 times higher noise level is acceptable in this
case.
4. GG on ground: current sensitivity and target
GGG (‘GG on Ground’) is a 1g version of the 2D differential accelerometer to fly in GG. It is
sensitive in the horizontal plane of the lab where the concentric coaxial test cylinders (10 kg
each as in space) are weakly coupled while rotation occurs around the vertical/symmetry axis.
The same 2D joints which couple the masses in the horizontal plane suspend them against
local gravity. As a consequence, coupling cannot be as weak as in the absence of weight,
which results in a reduced acceleration sensitivity as compared to the apparatus in space (by
the ratio of the natural coupling frequencies squared). GGG is in essence a very peculiar beam
balance—first proposed by [44] in 1996—with a vertical (rather than horizontal) beam and the
masses concentric (rather than separated by the beam). These properties allow rotation around
the (vertical) beam of the balance at frequencies higher than the natural one which couples the
masses; thus the GGG dynamical system is in supercritical regime as required in space.
The essence of the GGG design is sketched in figure 4 and described in the caption. The
differential period Td of natural oscillation of the test bodies relative to each other can be
written as
Td2 

4π 2
kt +kc +kb
2mL2

−

g L
2L L

.

(3)

Here, m is the mass of each test body, g is the local gravitational acceleration, L is half the length
of the balance coupling arm, L/L is the level of unbalance of the balance, and kt , kc andkb are
the elastic constants in (Nm rad−1 )—along each direction—of the 2D flexure joints sketched
in the figure. The term depending on gravity in the denominator of (3) can be reduced by
making L/L sufficiently small, i.e. by sufficiently balancing the balance via adjustments of
its arms length. In practice, in GGG, it is easier to adjust the masses of the balance rather than
its arms; with 10 kg bodies, the required balancing depends on displacing sizable additional
masses. The term depending on local gravity could in principle be used to obtain, with the
same joints, a longer differential period (gravity would act as a negative spring) but this is
in general non-convenient as far as tilts are concerned; one should also avoid the system to
become unstable.
An additional 2D weak joint with elastic constant kshaft has recently been mounted below
the bearings on the rotating shaft with the purpose of passively reducing low frequency noise
on the shaft due to terrain and bearings tilt and horizontal acceleration noise (figures 4(right)
and 5(left)). The experimental results obtained with this system in supercritical rotation at
 0.2 Hz in a 29 d run are reported in figures 6 and 7 after demodulation to the non-rotating
horizontal plane of the lab. During the run, the vacuum chamber is thermally stabilized; low
frequency ambient temperature variations are reduced by two orders of magnitude.
11
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θ tilt
k shaft

kt

θ shaft
θ ca
L+ΔL

kc

L

kb

m

m

Figure 4. The GGG accelerometer is designed to be sensitive to differential forces acting in the
horizontal plane of the lab while rotating in the vertical direction. (left) The two test masses depicted
in blue and green are coupled by 2D weak joints to form a vertical beam balance. The coupling arm
of the balance is shown (in black) with the 3 joints (in red). The central joint, of elastic constant
kc , sustains the whole weight and is the pivot center of the balance; the top and bottom joints, of
elastic constants kt and kb , suspend the top and bottom mass respectively. The sketch refers to an
unbalanced configuration of the balance in which the bottom half of the arm has length L while
the top one is slightly longer, with length L + L. In this case the natural period of differential
oscillation of the test masses Td is given by (3). In the real GGG apparatus the masses are concentric
coaxial Al cylinders weighing 10 kg each. (right): The upper part of the shaft, rotating on bearings
b is tilted by the angle θtilt due to terrain and bearings tilt noise. A 2D flexure joint kshaft is placed
on the shaft below the bearings. It suspends the balance of total mass Mtot with an arm of length
Lshaft –from the joint kshaft to the pivot center of the balance where the central joint kc is located.
At low frequencies, in response to an input tilt angle θtilt the shaft is subject to a reduced tilt
θtilt  θtilt . The corresponding equilibrium position of the coupling arm of the
θshaft = Mtotkshaft
gL
shaft

T2

kc
d
balance in response to the shaft tilt is θca = 2mL
2 4π 2 θshaft . Note that low frequency horizontal
acceleration disturbances are equivalent to tilt disturbances (ahoriz−acc = gθtilt ).

Figure 6 reports the time series of the relative displacements between the centers of
mass of the test cylinders, showing that they remain close to each other within a few tens
of nanometer for the entire duration of the run. As shown in figure 7(bottom), the relative
displacement noise at the frequency 1.7 × 10−4 Hz relevant for the GG experiment in space is
 180 pm, which is 300 times larger than the target in space. Due to the current much stiffer
coupling of the GGG test masses, the corresponding acceleration noise is  7 × 10−11 m s−2 ,
but we argue that there are no fundamental limitations to reducing it very significantly.
We state by the following arguments that GGG acceleration noise is currently limited by
ball bearings tilt noise on the shaft. Input tilts θtilt and the resulting differential acceleration atilt
between the test cylinders are related (at low frequencies) by a simple analytical expression:
atilt =

12

kshaft
kc
gθtilt ,
mgL Mtot gLshaft

(4)
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Figure 5. In order to isolate the GGG rotating accelerometer from low frequency terrain and
ball bearings noise (tilts as well as horizontal accelerations), the current design (left) exploits the
attenuation provided at low frequencies by the 2D flexible joint (labeled 11r—r refers to a rotating
component) isolating the upper part of the shaft (9r)—which is subject to ground tilts and ball
bearings (8) noise—from the lower part (12r), which holds the GGG balance. Thus, the isolated
part of the shaft (12r) is driven by its weight closer to the direction of local gravity (which defines
the vertical direction) more than its tilted top part. The picture to the right shows the experimental
apparatus while opening the vacuum chamber.

Figure 6. Time series of the relative displacements of the GGG test masses (frequencies above 1
mHz filtered out) in one direction of the horizontal plane of the lab during a 29 d run (stopped by
the earthquake of 25 January 2012 with epicenter in Northern Italy).
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Figure 7. GGG noise performance as measured from a 29 d run. (Top) SD of the relative
displacements and acceleration of the test cylinders in one direction of the horizontal plane of the
lab; the GGG differential accelerometer is spinning at νspin = 0.19 Hz with the natural coupling
frequency of 0.1 Hz. The measured relative displacement is  1.8 × 10−7 m Hz−1/2 and the
measured relative acceleration is  6×10−8 m s−2 Hz−1/2 at the frequency νGG  1.7×10−4 Hz,
the orbital frequency relevant for GG in space. (Bottom) Measured relative test masses displacement
and acceleration noise integrated over the full run duration. At νGG , we get an integrated differential
displacement noise of  1.8 × 10−10 m and a differential acceleration noise of  7 × 10−11 m s−2 .

(see figure 4(right) for definition of the symbols) where all quantities except θtilt = θterrain +
θballbearing are measured directly. Low frequency terrain tilts are not easy to measure; however,
we rely on careful measurements carried out with various Italian Spring Accelerometer (ISA)
instruments at IAPS lab (Roma Tor Vergata) [45] and at a former LABEN lab downtown
Florence [46, chapter 7] to obtain a reliable estimate of the input tilt noise at the current
INFN-GGG lab in San Piero a Grado, Pisa. With this estimate for θterrain , using (4) and the
measured acceleration noise between the proof masses, we conclude that low frequency ball
bearings noise is about two orders of magnitude bigger than terrain tilt noise (readout noise not
being the limiting factor). From the ratio atilt /(gθtilt ), we also conclude that—at the frequency
of interest—input tilt noise has been reduced by almost five orders of magnitude.
GGG acceleration noise due to input tilt noise can be further reduced by several orders of
magnitude. In particular, low frequency tilt noise on the rotating shaft due to the bearings can be
14

GGG goal versus GG goal in space
Differential acceleration
between test masses
a at 1.7 × 10−4 Hz

a [ms−2 ]

GGG
goal

aGG = ηg(h)
(up-converted to 1 Hz)
aGGG = 10aGG
(up-converted to 0.2 ÷ 3 Hz)

8 × 10−17
(η = 10−17 , h  600 km)
8 × 10−16

Noise source

a

GG goal in space

[10−13 m s−2 Hz−1/2 ]
kshaft
kc
Tilt noise sources: atilt = mgL
gθtilt , θtilt
Mtot gLshaft
Terrain
8.2
Air bearing
4.1

6 × 10−13
(Td  540 s)
3.2 × 10−14
(Td  40 s)
GGG noise budget at 1.7 × 10−4 Hz
Integrated a
r
(Tint = 30 d)
(Td  40 s)
[10−16 m s−2 ]
[10−11 mHz−1/2 ]
= θterrain + θairbearing
5.1
3.3
2.5
1.7

Integration time
Tint [d]
1
30
Integrated r
(Tint = 30 d)
[10−14 m]

Conditions and physical data

2.1
1.0

θterrain  8 · 10−6 √rad
Hz
θairbearing  4 · 10−6 √rad
Hz
kc  kshaft  0.04 Nm/rad
m = 10 kg L = 0.5 m
Mtot  80 kg Lshaft  4 m

0.8
0.8
0.3

0.5
0.5
0.2

0.3
0.3
0.1

φ = 1/20 000, νspin = 0.2 Hz
no μmetal magnetic shield
2 cm gap, P = 10−4 Pa

4.6
7.4

3.0
4.8

1.8
3.0

Td  40 s
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Thermal noise sources [1, 25]
Suspensions
1.3
Eddy currents
1.3
Residual gas
0.5
Readout noise: aROnoise = (4π 2 /Td2 )rROnoise
Laser gauge
7.4
Total noise
12

T2

r = a 4πd2 [m]
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Table 1. GGG goal and noise budget. The top part of the table shows the goal of GG in space and that of GGG on ground, with their relevant physical parameters. The bottom part of
the table shows the error budget of GGG to reach its goal. We can see that terrain and bearings tilts and readout noise are the dominant noise sources, while thermal noise (from internal
damping, residual gas and eddy currents) is lower. The relevant physical parameters used in the calculations are reported with the symbols as defined in section 4.
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reduced below the local terrain tilt noise by using air bearings instead of ball bearings. Although
we are using ceramic ball bearings, they are known to be several orders of magnitude more
noisy than air bearings. For instance, the entire vacuum chamber enclosing the torsion balance
of the Eöt-Wash experiments rotates on air bearings. In GGG, this would be unpractical; hence,
we must solve the problem of a rotating shaft going from air to vacuum. Commercial solutions
are available for this problem which can be adapted to the GGG case. Once bearings noise
is smaller than local terrain tilt noise, various physical quantities in (4) can be optimized to
further reduce the effect of terrain tilts on the test masses.
Although terrain tilt and bearings noise are absent in the space experiment (high rotation
energy, spacecraft isolation, the absence of motor and bearings) on ground, this noise must be
drastically reduced in order to demonstrate a performance close to that required in space. It
is quite interesting that there appear to be no fundamental limitations to setting for GGG the
task of measuring an acceleration noise only ten times larger than required for GG in space,
namely 8 × 10−16 m s−2 at the GG orbital frequency (up-converted by rotation to 0.2 ÷ 3 Hz).
The error budget reported in table 1 shows that for a 30 d integration time thermal noise is not a
limitation. However, several important improvements are required to reduce tilts and bearings
noise, weaker suspensions and good balancing are needed to reach a longer differential period.
A laser gauge readout similar to that planned for GG in space will be implemented with a
noise level of 30 pm Hz−1/2 at the rotation frequency.
5. Conclusions
GG can test gravity for composition dependence four orders of magnitude better than to
date while orbiting around the Earth on a low altitude sun-synchronous orbit. It will test the
17
universality of free fall and the WEP in the field of the Earth to 1 part in 10 by searching
for a differential acceleration signal of  8 × 10−17 m s−2 between proof masses of different
composition. The signal (a 0.6 pm relative displacement of the masses) points to the center of
mass of the Earth at the satellite orbital frequency 1.7 × 10−4 Hz and is up-converted to 1 Hz
by its own rotation. The experiment is performed at room temperature because the relevant
thermal noise is very low thanks to GG rapid rotation. Therefore, the integration time required
to bring thermal noise below the signal and reach the mission goal is very short (a few hours).
A low noise laser gauge readout developed and tested at JPL makes it possible to measure
the target signal in such a short integration time. By allowing for about 15 satellite orbits
(which take 1 day) to complete a single test, most of the mission duration time is available
to establish with certainty the physical nature of the measurement by checking it against
systematics. These checks rely on different dynamical conditions (of the sensor relative to the
orbital plane) during the mission. They are performed with a single accelerometer located at
the center of mass of the spacecraft; they are very robust and make additional accelerometers
unnecessary.
An agreement exists between Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) and Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) on submitting GG to the EXPLORER program of NASA as an American
led mission with Italian partnership. EXPLORER is a very successful program dedicated to
flying small size missions every few years; it has been highly ranked by the 2010 Decadal
Astronomy Survey.
A very strong asset for GG is the GGG full scale prototype in the lab. On ground, the
major error sources are terrain microseismic and bearings noise at low frequencies, both absent
in space. We have recently designed and implemented on the rotating shaft a passive 2D joint
for their attenuation and measured a relative displacement of 180 pm, corresponding to a
differential acceleration noise of  7×10−11 m s−2 (at 1.7×10−4 Hz, up-converted by rotation
16
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to  0.2 Hz). It is limited by ball bearings tilt noise. GGG error budget shows that along these
lines, there are no fundamental limitations for the system to be substantially improved. Our
target is to reach 8 × 10−16 m s−2 on ground (up-converted by rotation to 0.2 ÷ 3 Hz). This
would be only a factor 10 away from the sensitivity required in space for GG to meet its goal.
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